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RED BAR

HOME OF THE

When you buy a diamond, you are also
buying the confidence and 1ntegnty of
your Jeweller. We at Walters Credit
Jewellers know this and that IS why we
have such an enormous selection of
d1amond engagement and wedding
bands. Our styles vary from the
trad1t1onal soletaire to the "WAY·OUT'
des1gn.
We at Walters are prepared to g1ve
students "INSTANT CREDIT" and a
complimentary 10 percent discount on
any purchases. All our diamonds carry a
FREE Lifetime Insurance replacement
guarantee.
Shop where the young people love to
shop.
Shop at
WALTERS JEWELLERS
c
151 Kmg Street K1tchener

BIG BARNEY
Complete: meals for students

253 King St. N. WATERLOO
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And thats the troth!
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Won't Have W.L.U.
Kick Around Much Longer
probability by May 1, 1973 WLU will
provincially-assisted university instead
n .._cnnnn..torl university. Do you
you walk into your first typical intro 100
and find yourself sharing one professor
....ndred and fifty other people, then you'll
large classes happen for a reason.

The reason is that WLU, as a church affiliated
university receives only 50 percent of the
operating grants that the other fourteen universities in Ontario receive. Wonder why the
buildings are overcrowded? Because a provincially-supported university (that's us) receives
nothing from the government for capital expenditures (ie. buildings), but the University of

Lutheran's five year quest for was closely questioned regarding the
status is nearing its possibility of duplication of services with the
·io N>li<>uPii that the May 1, 1973 target University of Waterloo, projected programs
for WLU, and future enrollments in years to
~eouauons aimed at making WLU come.
already passed two critical
Along with the church affiliation of
provincial "super-ministers" Waterloo Lutheran, the most difficult obto the change in status; as well stacle preventing a change of status has
tprovmcial cabinet.
been the close proximity of the University of
was undertaken August 8 Waterloo. It has been argued the taxpayer
President, Dr. Frank Peters, would be supporting two institutions ofbefore the Committee on fering the same services. This argument has
Mfairs <CUA). The CUA is an been refuted in two ways: WLU is already a
committee to the Minister of self-contained unit having no need for use of
and Universities, the Honorable U of W facilities; and secondly, for two
and is responsible for long- years there has been a WLU-Uof W Advisory
in higher education as well Council whose task is to screen new
operating grants formula programs at the universities and avoid
.-establishing the critieria for the duplication of services. Peters believes the
of needs for capital support Advisory Council will, "strike a unique
pattern for Ontario universities" by taking
universities.
and a half hour meeting Peters the initiative without pressure in an area of

The Search For
vincially-Assisted Status
11, 1967-Delegation from
appeared before the Comon University Affairs
a change of status
make WLU a
University.
1967-The Minister of
Affairs, the Honorable
Davis, announced that
would receive operating
in an amount not less than
received from the
government in the 1966-67
year. These operating
generally would be 50
of the operating grants
by the provincially-asuniversities.
11, 1968- A comfrom WLU presented the
Mr. Davis, with a brief
_ the establishment of a
education program at
. The Minister replied that
would not be possible so long
WLU was not a provinciallyuniversity.
28, 1969-The Board of
of WLU passed the
motion : "that WLU seek
a provincially-assisted
"
19, 1970- The Honorable
Davis visited the WLU
with the Honorable Mr.
and conferred with the
concerning the future of
University . It was agreed that:
ll It was acceptable to the
-<>rnm<>nt that WLU become a
university;
2) Steps toward this end should
taken soon. The Minister
that something positive
be initiated before
November, 1970.
Mr. Davis became Prime
, and the Honorable John
became Minister of
Affairs, further
were held with Mr.

7. June 7, 1971-'fhe Minister
issued a letter informing the
President that the Government of
Ontario was agreeable in principle
that WLU become a provinciallyassisted university.
8. Representatives of the government and the University met on
August 17, 1971 on the campus of
WLU. Since there were some
differences in interpretation of the
Minister's letter, it was decided to
ask the Minister to clarify his
letter by issuing a statement
defining the parameters of the
negotiations.
9. March 10, 1972- The Honorable
George A. Kerr, responded to the
request and issued five criteria to
be met by WLU before a change of
status would be possible:
1) There be no religious test for
administrators
or
faculty,
students .
2) There be no compulsory
religious subjects.
3) There be no denominational
connotation in the university's
name.
4) The university has no
religious denominational affiliation.
5) The university's Board of
Governors should be representative of the community.
10. May 31, 1972- The Eastern
Canada Synod of the Lutheran
Church in Amercia passed the
following motion: "That the
Eastern Canada Synod of the
Lutheran Church in America agree
in principle to the implementation
of the proposals that would make
WLU eligible, under a new name
and with a community board of
governors, for status as provincially-assisted university."
11 . August 8, 1972-President
Peters met with the Committee on
University Affairs to answer
questions concerning the change of
status for WLU.

Waterloo, as a provincially-assisted university
has their buildings paid for 100 percent.
In other words you're going to an overcrowded,
understaffed, and poorly equipped university that
needs more money. The small university concept
has much merit and has worked well here even
under stringent financial conditions. A few more
dollars will put the icing on the cake.

major concern to the government.
_
An agreement was reached between the
CUA and Peters that there would be no
pressure on the university to expand in the
future. WLU will remain a small university
as planned.
It is expected the Committee's recommendations to the Minister will be of a
positive nature, at which time the last
procedural step towards public status will
take place-formal negotiations to: reimburse the Eastern Synod of the Lutheran
Church for their investments in WLU; and
to decide on the nature of the new Act which
will govern the university's operation.
Experience at other universities has
shown that the composition of the highest
decision-making body, the Board of
Governors, is usually the most controversial
part of the Act. Discontent at the University
of Waterloo last April over lack of student
content in that university's new Board of
Governors caused a student occupation of
its business offices for a day.
The increased funds WLU will receive
with its new status will not be used to create
new programs says Peters. Instead, all
existing areas will be strengthened in terms
of smaller classes and better equipment. It
will also be necessary to liquidate the deficit
from this year's operation which may run as
high as half a million dollars.
Two new buildings are presently being
planned: a music building; and a
professional teaching building which would
be shared by the School of Business and
Economics and the Graduate School of
Social Work. Construction on these buildings
could commence immediately upon change
of status.
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One of the provincial government's
requirements before WLU can change its
status is there must be no denominational
connotation 1n the umvers1ty's namethus we have to find a new name.
An advisory committee, headed by
Pres1dent Frank Peters, and composed of
members of the administration, faculty,
student body and community will
recommend a new name (or names) to
the Board of Governors.

1

The
Comm1ttee
is
welcommg
suggestions for the university's new name
from all interested parties. The committee
meets September 12 at which time a
procedure w1ll be devised for narrowing
the suggestions to a workable number.
The new name w1ll be known by
January. Unt1l then the Comm1ttee will try
to keep the suggestions "under wraps" to
prevent pressure groups from pushing for
the1r choice. It has been reported that the
Provmcial government is taking an act1ve
Interest 1n the name University of Kitchener. University of Kitchener?
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WHO'S WHAT FOR '72
This is only the tip of the iceberg. The people
on this page are responsible lor major areas
within the student bureaucracy. They're function
is to serve you. Don't hesitate to ask them what
they've been doing lately. II you don 'I gel a
straight answer, raise hell. And remember there's
over a hundred other people who make the whole
•
k
I h1n wor •

Garry Campbell
Vtce-Prestdent
Community Aftatrs

Bryan Slaney· Dtrector of Student
Activities

)tm Mackrory Station Manager,
Radio Lutheran

David McKtnley President, Board
of Publications

D tane Fetter:
Officer

Chtef

Electoral

And there's the full-time bureaucracy. These are
some of the people with whom you are most
likely to come into contact.

Carl Arnold
Student
Butlding Manager

Union

Donna Teigan. Head Nurse, Health
Services

Horace Braden : Director of Student
Awards and Placement

Marg Lippert: Housing Officer

Doug
Prestdent

1v ~nto:>mtu•r

11, 1972
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SAC-- 72
Case For Strong Student Government
David McKinley
d

person not on council

be the one to wnte the
for

Strong

Student

t" 1s md1cat1ve as to

)tate of student affairs at
lutheran It seems we
the area of publications
1ore concerned with the
•or strength in SAC than
actively 1nvolved -on
tact there has not been a
students council for over
,ears ,llld 1t is doubtful that
e1ent council will differ to
:egree. Th1s IS not a readily
situation because 1t is
to be aware of tangible
than lost opportunities .
never stated, past
' have been in the
of prov1d1ng serpub night here, a
there Serv1ces which
provided by individuals
concerned with the1r
rubber-

lronrcally students will say SAC
has been very political over the
past few years and it is time the
student received just due for the
dollars flowmg into council's
coffers
every
September
However, a political SAC does not
mean a strong SAC Part1cularly
when the " politics" of the last two
years has been political intighttng between individuals over
"weighty" matters, now beyond
recollection
Such
a
generalization is valid though
there have been ind1viduals who
looked beyond their own needs,
usually to no avail
The only politically significant
event in two years was the
student strike in March 1971. And
the strike was engineered from
the grassroots level and only
reluctantly and halfheartedly
supported by SAC.
The indications for this year
offer ltttle optimism . Three
months were wasted attempting
to bring down a budget only to
have the situation resolved by
others. Governed by only the
barest bones of a constitution
(which is another long story),

SAC Budgets for Deficit

Student's Administrative
mdications are the Fall will be
Council
spent three months in the
spent fighting over constitutional
by-laws . Beyond the acquisition summer fighting over financial
allocations and budget approvals.
of a few by-laws there is no overAt the end of this time, council
all plan for the year; no obfound itself where it had all began
jecttves, goals, or even areas of
in May-all proposed budgets
involvement have been worked
intact and facing a $17,000 deficit
out There will be spontaneous on the year.
involvement, of course, and in
the absence of
adequate
background information and
considered analysis, let us hope
council 's instinct serve them well.
Strong student government is
not synonomous w1th confrontation politics and it does not
entail the lessening of services.
1he revolution isn't coming so
forget 1t The " services" look after
themselves, don't worry.
All students have common
vested mterests and student
government shouldbeconcerned
w1th protecting and facilitatrng
them whether it IS discnmination
tn houstng, or WLU's name
change, SAC should be tnvolved
To th1s end, we require leaders,
not managers; a free-flow of
ideas, not paperwork, less
disinterestedness and more
concern

approximately $10,000 in debt;
largely on the basis of a yearbook
bill that had been paid by a loan
from the university. This loan
would be repaid from student fees
collected in September leaving
only $40,000 instead of the usual
$50,000 to be allocated.

SAC subsidizes five main areas:
the SAC offices, the Student Board
Publications,
Radio
of
Lutheran, the Board of Student
Activities, and Community Mfairs. All these areas have other
income to various extents, relying
on SAC to pick up their deficit. Thus
one area may have a much larger
SAC receives $19.00 from each budget than the funds SAC
student
(the
$9.10
for allocates to it (ie. the Board of
student societies and the $9.90 Publications budget calls for exerroneously earmarked in the penditures of $40,000 but will
Calendar as going to student receive only $4,000 from SAC).
publications). The Student Union
fee of $25.00 is for maintenance and
Since the last SAC meeting
mortgage payments on the Student
during
the summer the budgets
Union Building. The $15 Student
Athletic is a mystery that light will have been evaluated further and
soon be shed upon as a Commission have shown a less serious deficit
will be established in September to likely than before. Without
financing a 72/73 Keystone, SAC
investigate this fee.
At the end of the financial year in will still have a deficit of apMarch 1972, council had been proximately $9,000.
SAC finances have always been a
mystery to most people. A mystery
to Joe Student in that he is not
aware of how the money is spent.
And a mystery to the SAC
bureaucrats because it disappears
so quickly.

What You Receive for $19
Fulltime Buildrng Manager, secretary,
bookkeeper, and all administrative
functions.

Community Affatrs

Community Services Bank, Birth control
info, student job centre.

of Publrcations

Cord Weekly, Directory, Chiaroscuro,
Ortentation Paper, Looton, Grad Photos,
and supportive areas.

Record Co-op

Inexpensively priced albums

of Broadcasting

Radto Lutheran 90.9 on Grand River
Cable

Small Clubs

of Student Activities

Pubs, FASS nights, concerts, movies,
Players Guild, special events.

Games Room

Support for all accredited clubs

pinball, pool, shuffle board, ping pong
and more pinball.

How It Didn.'t Stretch
AUDIT AT YEAR END MAY / 72
INCOME EXPENSE

BUDGET FOR

PROFIT
(LOSS)

INCOME

1973

EXPENSE

PROFIT
(LOSS)

ADMINISTRATIVE

66,051

52,966

13,085

51,175

44879
1.
•

RD OF PUBLICATIONS

15,516

31,092

(15,576)

25,500

29,739

36

2,795

(2,759)

1,100

6,364

68,957

75,805

(6,848)

0

474

(474)

0

0

0

244

1,114

(870)

27,278

12,377

14,901

D OF

BROADCASTING

D OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES
MUNITY AFFAIRS
RD CO-OP

LL CLUBS
TANDING

~ 101444~

(8,985

6,296
(4,239)

2.

(5,264)
(7,650)

0
12,000

1,700

(1,700)

11,895

105
(500)

27,391

14,722

12,669

3.

4
(9,000) "

loss

(9,283)
loss

1. Includes $10,444 for repayment of loan used to pay for Keystone ?rill
2. Includes $5,134 capital expenditure for partial payment of new stereo board.
3. Outstanding loan from administration re. Keystone 70 71
4. Outstanding bill for Keystone 71/72.
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COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
The Community Services
Bank (a SAC service-under
the auspices of the Community Affairs Program)
offers students interested in
volunteer work a wide range
of opportunities. Students
can become Big Brothers, or
Big Sisters, work with
retarded children in homes

for special care, work at
drop-in centres, or assist m
educational programs in
local schools. The variety of
experience is wide and most
fulfilling, not only for the
student but the community
as well. The community
Services Bank needs you to
make a better community.

The Case For Students
In The Community
by Ga rry Ca mpbell
There are tew avory towers at
the unaversaties these days. Much
has happened in the last decade
to topple them one by one, as
students have gradually learned
that classroom learnang is not
enough and the community holds
the
key
to
educat iona l
fu lfi ll ment So students have
found they need the community,
and at the same time many
people in the community have
benefitted from the help that
students have to offer
How does one begin to explain
why some people help others less
for tunate than t hem selves? It is a
diff icult question to answer, a
question that has plagued
philosophers for centuries. Yet
the answer lies as the baSIS for
volunteer programs today.
Vo lunteer motivation can be

Pxplained, not en mc~sse, but on a
highly indivadual and personal
level. And tor this reason one
must
ask
each
potential
volunteer, whyshould you try to
gave of yourself to others?" Thas
type of questaon should then
result in antrospection, a careful
ana lysas of what one has to offer
to others and how one gai ns from
helpang them
The above discussion can and
does apply to us as students- for
we too can be volunteers We
must leave our ivory towers and
step anto the real world and help
others. We can interact with
others, empathize wath them,
love them for w ho they are. The
decasion as yours, a decision that
is both very personal and very
amportant to others Think about
it, wou ldn' t you like to help
others? A w ho le communaty
awa its your answer

How do I love thee?
Safely.
For the second year , Students'
Council at W.L.U. is operating a
Birth Control Information Centre.
As a student run centre, our
principal concern is the student.
University life is new to you and
with this new style comes a new
fr eedom . With the fr eedom
however comes responsibility. It is
to this end tha t the Birth Control
Centre is directed . We believe in
the adage, "An ounce of prevention
is worth a pound of cure." In other
words we a r e str essing t he
preventative aspect of Birth
Control.
We have available in our centre,
information concerning all
popularly used Birth Control
methods as well as information on
venereal disease, family pla nning
and unplanned pregnancy. We
have, in co-operation with the
W.L.U. Health a nd Counselling
ser vices, a nd a co-oper ative

Your Community
Needs You

counc il of other
ope r a ting similar
complete list of referal
both medical and c
services should you need
During registration
have the opportunity of
one of the packets that we
prepared. We hope that you
read the information that is
tained, and bring us any
that you may have. If you
getting a packet and want one,
free to pick one up in the
office. You will find our
over the school or give us a
884-1360 (before September
ask for the Birth Control
at 885-9220 after the 18th (this is
private line).
Again, feel free to drop in
would like to see you, wh••tt...r•
have a problem right now or
want some questions
before a problem arises.

To students, new & old , welcome back to Lutheran,

& to Harvey's at King & Weber in Waterloo.
Bring us this coupon for our Welcome Back Offer.

---------------

Upon presentation at Harvey's in Waterloo,

any Lutheran student can receive this Welcome Back Offer
Offer Expires Dec. 31 n2- Reg. Price- .95'

Hamburger
French Fries
Soft Drink
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ACase For 'Student Activities
friendly M<tybe our turn away
from .social concerns towards
other areas such as student
pol itio has a1ded us m becommg
responsible and acknowledged
members of this community, but I
must t~sk the question : does the
student body as a whole want
this' Do we really care whether
we have so many people on this
committee or a vote here?

by Bryan Slaney
1d 11 very hard to s1t down
fine something that ~eems
Jr a' the words Student
t1e~ but 1\h1ch IS really
more complex.
ould be deimed s1mply in
ot pubs, mov1es, concerts
1\1 tor the People, but it IS
~t that I tshould be con\l part of a person's daily
Wht~t I mean is that on
. we are bombarded w1th
1em1c knowledge for fifteen
J 1\PC'k, w1th polit1cal
ms among the faculty,
ts and administrators, as
111th per~onal problems
the Board of Student
'1es (BSA) 1s trying to say is,
and rC'Iax after a tough day

What I am trying to get at is, I
don t feel th1s has been a happy
campus for two years and Student
Act1vities has been ill treated .
Can we fmd a happy medium
between a completely soCiallyoriented and a completely
politically-oriented campus?
RSA will admit to a rev1sed
outlook, whereby there will bE>
time for protesting and the
leisurely burning of buildings, but
at the same t1me, we want to
prov1de a service that should be
common to E>veryone-fun!

an remt>mher a few years
11hen BSA was held in high
rd on tim <cHllPU'> and the
phNe seemed much more

?
•••

fHEATRE!!
Players' Guild, the student
:anization responsible for
1D!a productions on campus, is
~ring an exciting year of
tre. Last year's season was
ising and varied despite the
erous problems which beset
Guild. This year an attempt
been made to iron out all the
>understandings before the
11500 starts.
11lrough the cooperation of the
~rd of Student Activities
A.C.l. the Cultural Affairs
1mitee (of the university>, the
1yers' Guild, and others, peter
1ming has been hired as the
versity resident artist in
rna. In this position, Mr.
111ming will be responsible for
'Oducing, directing, running
rtshop, and being a resource
IIISOO for student directors.

be highlighted by a major drama,
while the spring term will feature a
major musical. The two Orientation weeks will see two
productions of Edward Albee's The
American Dream presented as
part
of
the
Orientation
programme. In addition to these
productions , there will be
numerous workshop productions,
poetry readings, and irregular
happenings.
Players ' Guild people have
peter cummings, one of WLU's always been noted on campus for
Artists-in-Residence.
their high and enthusiastic degree
As a part S.A.C., the Players' of
involvement.
AnyoneGuild will provide frequent absolutely anyone-is welcome to
entertainment events for students share this involvement either by
and the whole university. Each becoming actively involved in
month will feature a "Play for the production (as actors, lighting,
People", a free play done by the make-up, and stage crews, and as
people, for the people, and where student direCtors ) or just by
the people are at. The fall term will coming to watch the plays.

Plays for the People are back again.

Orientation-September 1972
Tuesday 12 Wednesday 13 Thursday 14 Friday 15

Monday 11

Freshman Pub
Featuring
''Pepper Tree"
8pm.
SUB Ballroom

Plays for the
People,
T.A.·, 8PM·

Rest for the

Tuesday 19
I Licensed

coming week

I

Movie Nite
Woodstock
8pm.
SUB Ballroom

Pub Nite
Movie Nite
Featuring
Carnal Kno wledg
'1/om estead"
and
8pm.
Beyond the Valley
SUB Ballroom
of the Dolls
8pm.
SUB Ballroom

Wednesday20 Thursday21
Freshman
Scavenger Hunt
7 pm.- SUB
Casino Nite
8:30pm.
SUB Ballroom

Pub Nite
Featun·ng
'1/organ"
8pm.
SUB Ballroom

Pep Rally, Dance,
Rally and Bonfire,
7 pm.
Football Field

Friday22
Great Flicks
of the Past
8pm.
SUB Ballroom

ood

Saturday 16
Concert
Sha-Na-Na
7 pm. and 10 pm.
T.A.

Saturday 23
Concert
Perth County
Conspiracy
8pm. T.A.

1111e

p
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RADIO LUTHERAN
a

90.9 GRAND RIVER CABLE F

t
11

v

e

b
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v
t

c
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Rad1o Lutheran FM was
conce1ved on September 20, 1971
m a bathroom s1ze studio A lot of
things have changed smce thenunfortunately we're still in our
bathroom S1ze doesn't really
mean a thmg, because that
bathroom accomodated approximately 150 people last year,
in what turned out to be one of
the most successful ventures of
SAC
The ~tat10n runs on a
Progressive Rock format with

touches of Jazz, blues, classical
and fol ky strokes. The format last
year was very loose, in an ex·
periment to see what our
capabilities were.
W1th that year gone, we now·
are start1ng to shape our direct1on
for th1s year
The word this year is contmuity. We're pulling all the
stnngs m the broadcasting field
and are attempting to become as
professional as possible. It won't
be as easy to make the team this

year. we want people with a l1ttle
guts and Imagination, not just a
bunch of people having a good
time feedmg their egos.
The stat1on th1s year will be run
on a democratic basis, if that's
possible We'll be looking for
some freshmen to take part m the
decision making. They will be
there to learn the ropes and
hopefully will carry on our good
name in years to come with such
a large turnover every year it is
hard to keep some semblance of

order and continu1ty, but we' re
trying
To give you some techn1cal
background, I will explain how
we broadcast. We are only earned
on the Grand River Cable System,
m other words you must hook up
your cable to an FM rad1o e1ther
directly or by a lead from the
cable attached to the back of
your TV set. Most apartment
build1ngs in K1tchener and
Waterloo supply cable which is
paid for m your rent

Our broadcasting area
K1tchener, Waterloo
Galt, Baden, Stratford
Jacobs, Petersburg. Bres
Clements, He1delburg, S
and Bndgeport (that area
over 100,000 people)
If you'd like to ot
serviCes to the rad1o ~tJt
at WLU, come on up to
on the second tloor
Student Un1on Buildmg
m at the stud1o, ne~1
res1dent mailboxes 10 t~
I ry it, you'll like 1t

What they lack in facilities, Radio Lutheran .makes up in enthusiasm. The music is good. The staff meetings are hell, though

Engaged is Beautiful.
So are Birks Diamonds.
Beaut1ful rings for once-in-a-lifetirrH.' occasion~ ... w1th settings a~ vaned a~ the
moods ot romance ... from thP hrashlv
bold to the d1scre<.'tly demure.
'
Birks also prom1se~ you this: no matter
what grade of d1amoncl you buy ... no
rnatter how little you ~pend ... your Birks
d1amoncJ wdl be the be5t value available
for your money.
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he Publications People
Bridging
e Case For A Strong Student Press
The Gap
by Trish Wells
freedom of the press. A high
and one which the student
has a greater ability to
than any member of the
"'abhshment press. Relieved of
burden of havmg to sell our
, we have little use for
ialism , sensationalism,
pandering to fads of the
Instead, we can conon giving the news
t, news that is of specific
to the students of this
and news that conto their awareness of the
rsity , the community,
and the world. Perhaps it
news that is avoided by other
on the grounds that it
sell papers "
Our responsibility extends
than just capsule " reports"
the news, though Like the best
the establishment press we try
answer the questions, who,
where, when and how, but
that, why. A news story
lacks perspective and some
ite analysis, that fails to
out an event's significance,
putting in the paper.
a weekly paper, it is nearly
for us to come up
up-to-the-minute news (by
, publication day, most
t events are already stale
so our job is to add depth
those events. And that is done

by
presenting
background
research and critical analysis. Let
us say that as well as reporters, we
must
bold interpreters of the
news
And if th1s brings charges of
"non-objectivity", so be it: it has
become clear anyway that ob-

be

jectivity is a virtue given only lip
service by such upstanding
newspapers as the Globe and
Mail and K-W Record, who in the
fmal analys1s practise this virtue
to no greater extent than the
occas1onal
self-righteous

editorial. We, in the student
press, are honest about our
inability, in fact our lack of
desire, to present stories that are
totally free of viewpoint, and thus
we hopefully avoid the deception
practised by the establishment
press. Obviously, it is most im·
portant in our case to by-line
every story-that is, tell whc
wrote it - so that the readers can
attach some real personality tc
what may appear to be a personalized report
By presenting our stories the
way we do, our purpose is to
encourage the same kind of
questioning and analysis on the
part of our readers , to provide for
the student body a forum for
responsible discussion and intellectual exploration.
The aim of the items that we
present and the discussion they
hopefully provoke is to make
students aware of developments
(within the university and
beyond) that affect them, and
more than that to enco.urage
students to take action, if
necessary, to protect their rights.
The student union can be a
powerful body, but only if
enough individuals know their
responsibilities and care about
preserving their rights and
freedoms . It IS to stimulate
thinking about such matters that
the student newspaper exists.

eystone No Longer Free
Tbe Keystone, WLU's annual yearbook,
no longer be distributed free of charge
regular session students. Last year's
will receive the final "free"
when the 71/72 edition arrives from
in October.
and returning students who
to have a copy of the 7'1/13 yearbook will
to buy a $6.00 Keystone subscription.
price compares very favourably to
Ontario universities whose yearbooks
the $10.00 price range.
Keystone was the major victim of
~!Summer of '72 Budget War. In the past
yearbook had only been "free" in the
that it was published with funds
by SAC to the Board of
~cations. However, the burden of such a
Jwnp sum payment having to be made
year gradually became more than the
financially beleagured SAC could
The situation was exacerbated last
when the 7IY71 yearbook's delivery and
was delayed six months until
. At the time, it was necessary to
loan from the university ad•i•tration in order to pay for the book.
a new yearbook, and bill due in Ocfeelings in SAC ran strongly against
of Publications who were accused
responsible for SAC's poor financial
In fact, the Board had been within
and it was other SAC enterprises that

had been responsible for the year end
financial deficit.
Facing the political realities of the
situation, the Directors of the Board of
Publications decided to drop the Keystone
from the budget and thereby strengthen
claims for the Board's other areas. To
maintain the tradition of the Keystone, it
was decided to sell subscriptions for a 71/73
yearbook that would break-even financially.
If sales projections are realized, a Keystone
of identical format as in the past will be published.
In an attempt to meet the criticism of past
yearbooks and yearbooks in general, the
Board of Publications has moved away from
what is derogatorily called the 'high-school
yearbook"; that is, a book of record composed mainly of team, club, organization
and special event pictures and coverage.
Instead the yearbook, beginning with the
1970/71 book moved to a less rigid format
that sought to capture the mood and feelings
of the student body.
While maintaining such traditional areas
as grad photos, the yearbook now is a
cultural and artistic expression as well.
Keystone 72/73 will have a new editor,
Maryln Allen, who is presently forming a
staff for this year. Anyone interested in
being part of the Keystone 71/73 staff should
contact her through the Board of
Publications offices.

Last winter the Student Board of
Publications was caught with its credibility
gap showing. To be on the receiving end was
an unpleasant occurance for people more
accustomed to exposing the frailty of others.
Specifically 1971-1972 was the year the
Keystone showed up six months late and
Student Directory never showed at all. The
storm of student indignation resulting from
those non-events was enough to convince
people working within the Board that house
cleaning was in order.
It was agreed the basic problem had been
a lack of administrative control. The
summer previous the Board's legal incorporation had been completed but stopped
short of finding a President for the fledgling
'corporation'. Attempts were made to find a
chief executive officer but failed to turn up a
person willing to be boss-man to such a
diverse enterprise. With no overall control
and co-ordination, the various departments
went about their business on their own.
Sometimes this worked-i!veryone read the
Cord, some to nourish their latent
radicalism in an otherwise dull year;
others, just to see who the SOB's had
jumped on this week. Unfortunatley goingit-on-your-own management did not work
for the Directory, and barely for the
Keystone.
Those remaining with the Board at the end
of last year have since paid for the sins of
the founding fathers of the WLU Student
Board of Publications Incorp. SAC sympathies were elsewhere during the Summer
of '72 Budget War and the Board's subsidy
has been cut more than 80 per cent -from
$25,000 to $4,000, the biggest victim being the
free Keystone.
Despite the drastic loss of SAC monies all
services of the Board were maintained and
expanded.Many people have worked long
hours throughout the summer to make
Student Publications a very credible
concern. There are controls now to prevent
the fiascos of last year and with a little help
from their friends the publications people
will have a successful year.

Status Report
1. Cord- to be published on Thursday each
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

week, beginning September 21.
Keystone 71/72- delivery scheduled for
end of October
Keystone 72173-can be obtained on a
subscription basis-$6.00
Directory-to be published by
mid-October.
Chiaroscuro- to be published three
times dun·ng the year.
Grad Photos-to be done by Gerald
Campbell studios. Appointments may be
booked during registration

E NEED PEOPLE TO HEL.P
TAFF ALL AREAS. COME UP
AND SEE US SOMETIME.
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The Board of Publications Short List Of
Shop Around

for
Your Books

In any case, you would do well to
shop around for all your books; if
you can do better than this list
suggests, congratulations ... and
pass the word around.

BOOK BARGAINS

Books cost you a lot of money, so
you are wise to shop around for the
lowest prices. Often, the lowest
prices are not to be had in the WLU
bookstore. The following is a list- ·
ing of books available for WLU
of Book
courses at more than one location; english
Barn
WLU
books not listed are not readily
available in course volume within Brave New World, A. Huxley, Penguin
$1.25 $ .90 $1.04
walking distance, elsewhere than
1.35
Plaque,
Camus,
Penguin
1.50
at the WLU Bookstore; however,
used books may be available for Who's Afraid of Virginia Wolf, Pocket
some courses at reduced prices,
Books, Albee
1.00 1.04
and these are recommended.
1.25
1.13
Better yet, find someone who still Catch 22, Heller, Dell
has a used on-eourse book you Clockwork Orange, Burgess, Norton
1.04
1.15
require, and buy it from him; this
.95
1.13
Dubliners,
Joyce,
Penguin
will eliminate the Bookstore's 17
percent profit margin on all Fifth Business, Davies, New Press
1.25
1.00 1.13
bought-back books.
.95
1.17
One Flew over the Cuckoo's Nest, Signet
The editions given in the chart
are those specified in the official Cape Breton Harbour, Staebler,Sigcape Breton Harbour, Staebler,
Bookstore listings. The editions Mcl.&S.
5.95
elsewhere are often different; ask
1.25
1.05
your professor if the edition Educated Imagination, Frye
1.25
1.13
specified has any material ad- Steppenwoulf, Hesse, Bantam
vantage over any other, because Doctor Fautus, Robin Ed., Barrons
.95
.75
some editions have useful apMiracle
Everyman,
Cawley
Ed.,
Mediaeval
pendices which the professor may
wish to use. And wait until you've
Plays
2.50 2.15
started classes to buy your books.85
.77
Odyssey,
Homer,
Penguin
Press
your professor may decide not to
Norton Anthology, vol. I, Abrams, Norton
9.70 8.50
use some books on his list.
The prices given for the Book
Wuthering Heights, Bronte, Norton Press
.95
1.30
Barn do not take into account a
King Henry the Fourth, part I Shakespeare,
10 percent student
discount
available on most books. Also, the
1.75
.60
Arden
listing for the Book Barn do not
1.50
.60
Kmg Lear, Shakespeare, Arden
include all books available or exclude all those out of stock; they
Richard the Second, Shakespeare, Arden
.60
are more-or-less representative of
the Book Barn's pricing and any
book can be ordered if it is not in
stock.

u

u

w

of

philosophy

WLU W

Moral Problems, Rachel, Harper & Row

$6.05

ss 4i

Problems of Philosophy, Alston, Allyn
& Bacon

10.70 96i

spanish
Beginning Spanish· A Concept Appr-Tape
Manual, Sacks da Silva, Harper &
Row

370 Hl

Concept Approach to Spanish, Da Silva
et al, Harper & Row

9.40

870

10.55

97

5.95

545

5.55

500

psychology
Psychology the Hybrid Sci~nce, McMahon,
Prentice-Hall

sociology
Canad1an Society, Blishen, Macmillan
Introduction to Soc1ology, Rose,
Rand McNally

The Board of Publications

GOOD FOOD GUIDE
Sonny's
International Pizza Restaur:ant
Spagett• $1.50-$1.75 (depend1ng on
tnmm1ngs)
Taghatelli $1.75
R1gatoni $1.65
Tortelline $2.00
Ravioli $2.00
Lasagna $2.00
Cannellon $2.00
Submarine 69 cents
Chicken Cacciatore $2.00 (salad, roll,
vegetables)
Real Pizzaiola $2.25 (salad, roll,
vegetables)
P1zzas range in price from $1.20, $1.85
and $2.75 to $2.85, $3.00 and $3.90
dependmg on trimmmgs.
ThiS IS the closest Ita han restaurant
to thiS campus and one of the best 1n
the area. Good food, decent pnces,
closeness and atmosphere. Open 11
a.m.-4 a.m.

Harvey's
Hamburger 55 cents
Cheeseburger 65 cents
Hot Dog 35 cents
French Fnes 25 cents
On•on Rings 35 cents
Shakes (chocolate only) 35 cents
Dnnks 15 cents -25 cents
The best burger joint in the land
(well, almost). Well worth the 1/z mile
walk 1f you're energetiC.

Fish and Chips 65 cents
Steak on a Bun $1.15
Hamburger 50 cents
Cheeseburger 60 cents
French Fnes 25 cents
On1on Rmgs 35 cents
Hot Dog 35 cents
Shakes (chocolate only) 35 cents
Dnnks 15 cents-25 cents
If you want a burger joint, you could
do worse. It's almost as good as
Harvey's and much closer, at a 5 mm.
walk from Kmg and University.

Roy Rogers
Roast Beef Sandwich 79 cents
Hamburger 55 cents
Cheeseburger 65 cents
Ch1cken D1nner (2 pc. chicken, fries
and cole slaw) $1.09
Roast Beef Sandwich Platter $1.15
(ch1ps and cole slaw)
Hamburger Platter 95 cents
Cheeseburger Platter $1.05
French Fnes 25 cents
Sundaes 45 cents
Shakes 34 cents
Dnnks 15 cents, 25 cents
Distinguished by excellence of roast
beef sandw1ch and little else. Annual
promotional discounts usually worth·
wh1le; watch for them.

Because the cafeteria is on a
cash basis for orientation, you
will be paying for all your meals
this week. Since this is the case,
there is no reason why one
shouldn't shop around for the
best food deal available. With
this in mind, we present this
guide for those not acquainted
with the cheap eating establishments within walking distance.
Shop around; after all, after this
week it's 30 solid weeks of
cafeteria food. It's your last fling;
enjoy it!

Tim Horton Donuts
Coffee 15 cents
Donut 15 cents
If you're hungry and thirsty, at 3
ayem, don't even cons1der anything
else.

Kentucky Fried Chicken
D1nner (3 pc. ch1cken, fnes and cole
slaw) $1.35
Snack (2 pc. and fries) 85 cents
French Fnes 25 cents
A 5 min. walk from Bncker and King.
Best buy IS Tuesday night special: a
dmner for 99 cents Food IS as good as
any other Kentucky Fried Ch1cken
outlet.

The Ponderosa Steak House
T-bone Steak Dmner $2.59
S1rlom Steak Dinner $1.89
Fam1ly Steak Dmner $1.49
Open.face Steak Sandwich $1.49
Chopped Steak Dmner $1.49
Just Meat on a bun and french fries 69
cents
(All dinners include salad, roll and
potatoes)
Excellent eating, but more expensive
than cafeteria and a 5 min. walk. Best
buy IS sirloin d1nner; all d1nners are
good values. Homey ( ha!) cafeteria·
style service IS fast except during
heaviest business wh1ch 1s, un·
fortunately, dunng frequent spec1als. A
treat.

Harmony Lunch
Hamburger 35 cents
Cheeseburger 50 cents
Hot Dog 25 cents
Cheesedog 35 cents
Steak on a bun 50 cents
Baconburger 50 cents
Chile 50 cents
F1sh and Chips 85 cents
Hot Beef Sandwich $1.25
( also da1ly specials and pies)
100 yards farther down Kmg than
the Kentucky Fned Chicken outlet.
Decent food at unbeatable prices and a
different atmosphere. Try 1t at least
once.

Angie's Kitchen
Hamburger 50 cents
Cheeseburger 60 cents
Hamburger Dmner 80 cents
Chicken, pork or beef Bar·B·Q60
Steak·on·a·bun Dinner $1.00
French Fnes 30 cents gravy 5 cat
Salad 60 cents
Gnlled Cheese 35 cents
Bacon and Tomato 70 cents
Western 65 cents
Fish and Ch1ps $1.10
Veal Cutlet $1.75
Club Steak $1.90
Pork Chops $1.85
v. Chicken $L45
Plus numerous other
proportionate pnces
Good food, fa1r pnces, fnend
mosphere, and excellent collet
bad 1t's so far away (10 mn
Bricker and Albert).

Red Barn

'I•

lb. Hamburger 69 cents
Hamburger 25 cents
Cheeseburger 30 cents
Baconburger 60 cents
"B1g Barney" (two patt1es and
tnmmmgs ) 59 cents
F1sh Sandw1ch 35 ce11ts
Ch1cken D1nner $1.30
French Fnes 29 cents
Shakes 30 cents
Low pnces behe 1nfenor
cheap and it's close but II
desperate, yoo can do

....
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Have you
had exr1ences
with
the
eaucr atic jungle -the
ending maze of
that leave your
jangled and, worst
all, leaves you without
answer
to
your
•"hlem? You may not
the reason for this
e but after Registraand your first taste of
eaucracy at Lutheran,
will know why!
1\'aterloo
Lutheran's
inistration is in many
no different from a
nment bureaucracy.
e is a multitude of
tments, some internected and others
ndent.
fach department or
epartment of the
ersity has numerous
mittees. Most comees are advisory to
her
committees.
erefore, it is very
··- It to find where the
pons ib i lty for
any
mistrative area lies.
There are committees
everything: the library
mittee, the
contion committee, the
adem i c
pI ann in g
mittee, the cam pus
ning committee, the
king committee, the
committee, the
ing commit tee for
e planning
of
a
ofessional
teaching
dding
(presumably
her committee will be
med to do the actual
nning), the cultural
irs committee, the
ittee on accreditand affiliation, and
property and grounds
mittee ... just to name a
1deed, a Senate comlast year attempted
md out exactly how may
..mittees there are at
In the time available
were unable to
ine an exact figure!
it has been
in some circles
there are well over a
red different comand

being a guide to the real game
of proper channels

here at W.L.U.
councils on campus. For a
campus that has approximately 2500 full-time
students, this is little short
of phenomenal.
With these different
offices and committees
some members of the
administration
have
difficulty in directing a
problem to the right area
of responsibility. As in
government the left hand
often is not aware of what
the right hand is doing. It
is little wonder than that
an individual problem can
be lost in this bureaucracy.
Where does this leave
you, a student who has a
problem? Nowhere, if you
wander aimlessly from

office to office. However,
by asking yourself a few
simple questions it is
possible to avoid a great
deal of administrative
hassle.
1. In what area of administrative responsiblity
does the problem lie?
This, at first, may seem
a rather obvious question,
but many students go to
the wrong office and the
wrong advice. If you are
thinking of dropping out
for financial reasons,
don't see the Registrar's
Office, see the Financial
Aid Office. You may still
have to drop out but at
least you will have gone to
the right office.

.,
I
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2. Who is the best
person to see within the
area of responsibility?
This is the most important question to answer. By seeing the right
person you can cut your
worries
in
half
or
eliminate them entirely.
Joe Student does not like
the colour scheme in East
Hall and wants to move to
South Hall. Whom should
he see? That's easy you
say-the housing officer;
after-all, J oh n received a
letter from the housing
office informing him of his
"space" in residence.
Surely this will be the
office
to
solve
his
problem. Of course, John
is wrong! The correct
answer to this problem is
the Director
of
Residences.
The
Director
has responsibility over all
on-campus housing while
the Housing Office does
most of its work with offcampus housing. The
Housing Office's only oncampus function is the
assignment of rooms in
September.
If you have a problem
and have thought about
these two questions, but
still have not found the
answers, don'ts it at home
stewing. Find out whom to
see!
One of the best people
to talk with when you
have a problem is Fred
Nichols, the Dean of
Students . You will find
him very open and easy to
talk to. If he cannot help
directly, he will be able to
steer you along the right
chan nels . 'You will find
him strolling around the
campus s making a giant
cigar, or maybe even in
his office in the Student
Union Building .
It is by no means impossible to find a solution
to problems. You will find
most offices very helpful. .. but
as
in
any
bureaucratic
structure
over half the battle can be
won by finding the right
person to see. Good luck.
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...so you've finally made if fo the great big u 'n' mom 'n' dad
little son or daughter has made the big time in the education

proud when you get out with an impressive degree in biz ad
fast as possible and be a success in the business world ...golly...
.. .'n' you don't mind blowing four years
of your life to make them happy
because you've had it hammered into
you that you need the school for instant
success and it's a good place to be in
while you grow up.
'n ' right now you 're an eighteen-year old
adult 'n' you're gonna act it too 'cause
you're determined like in high school at
the first of each year t' do real well 'n'
it's easier when the government pays for
your beer ... 'n' you're gonna pay attention 'n' be a real good businessman
or high school teacher or grad who
freaks out on math 'n' stuff 'n' no one's
gonna bust YOU for thinkin' under
age ...
'n' you'll do as well as mom 'n ' dad think
you will but you'll have to shake your
head when the hippies ask you to join
the campus clubs or vote for someone
'cause you can 't get good marks
thinking about the university you know
'cause to do as well as you want you'll
have t ' only think about you and not
about who or what makes the place
liveable for you to be in ...

'n ' what do you care if they're gonna put
a new floor on the student union
building in a few years 'cause by that
time you will be out making mom 'n '
dad happy by being a success 'n '
working for ibm or the kenora school
board or the rare book room 'n' by the
time your kids are ready to make you
happy by going the same route all the
buildings'// be new anyway ... 'n ' you
don't have to worry right now anyway
'cause you 're just comin ' int' the superbureaucratic-learn-nothing-but-theessentials-so-you-can -pass ivy covered
halls from which they ripped most of
the ivy three years ago ...
but you 're a real university student
which makes it legal to rebel if you can
find time between classes 'n ' it's ok to
hate viet nam or th e usa or trudeau
'cause it's in ... 'n' you'll feel real proud
when you buy a purple lutheran jacket
for a minimal fee in our non-profit

bookstore 'n ' then you can stamp on it
so it looks old 'n' wear it to your old
high school's football games partly
'cause you'll be a wheel to the kiddies
partly 'cause you haven't been able to
cut the umbilical cord of advanced
education 'n ' partly 'cause you 're a
nobody at the u when you've got a
seventy-six on your arm unless you play
like the coolies 'n ' clip the bar off the
seven to make seventy-six read sixteen
or you can put an infinity sign in place
of the numbers or an e for eternity or
some symbol you stole from a postgrad
mathematical philosophy book ...
'n' you 'll buy a hundred dollars in books
'n' you 'll let all your high school friends
if you have any know that you paid a
hundred dollars that mom 'n' dad gave
you for books 'n' that'll make them awe
you 'cause they never thought culture
was so expensive or could be bought for
that matter 'n ' you 'll tell them a few
things to make them worship you more
as soon as you learn words to drop like
psychosocial isolation or fink or merde
or as tave myliu which when spoken will
make th em think university is real keen
'n' th ey'll end up as stupidly wondrous
and ill-oriented as you are right now ...

'n ' you 'll tell th em how you play cards
all day 'n ' don 't go to classes 'cause you
don 't have to 'n' they'll wonder at the
freedom of it all but you'll tell them that
all university students are responsible
'n' they'll come here next year or the
year after 'n ' act responsible like you are
trying so hard to do but are failing
miserably at .. .
'n' after your jacket is dirty 'n ' you books
slightly used 'n ' you know what communism means you 'll be a real u-student
with the world of business at your
fingertips even tho your fingertips are
still pudg y with intellectual babyfat but
that doesn't matter 'cause all the movies
seen on tv shows sa y that college is a
place to have pillow fights 'n' go to

f
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proms [whatever they are] 'n' sing the
ole co/lege song as good ole state u
fights fights fights against this week's
ogre .. .but don't go out 'n' play football
or join players' guild 'cause that'll take
valuable time away from mom'n'dad's
pre-paid self-imposed liberal education
with the I on liberal so small you
pronounce it iberal ...but fear not 'cause
you college years will be filled with
memories of dear ole wlu 'n ' the fun you
had 'n' the hippies you tried to be 'n' the
far-out guy you wanted to be like who is
now alderman for some t.o. ward 'n' is
against something politically he was
known to be for academically twenty
years ago ...
'n' maybe one day it'll hit you that you
had all the chances to make some
memory stick by really doing something
valuable that you could have done by
joining some organization that'd give
you the chance but now it's all over 'n'
you 've got your degree with its fringe
benefits like a suburban home 'n' wife
'n' four kids 'n' a great job with some
sales company that won 't accept
anyone without a real college education
which you proudly had 'n ' you've also
got a real happy mom 'n' dad that
would've been real disappointed if their
son or daughter hadn't gone ahead 'n'
got that piece of paper which every
american boy 'n ' girl is privileged to
have the chance at ...
yes maybe it'll hit you that there's a big
gap there somewhere 'n ' you'll really try
to hide it that you may have missed
something 'cause you'll be afraid how
big the gap is 'n' it'll floor you that you
blew your life when it counted 'n' now
the only excitement you can share is the
story of some guy who packs in his wife
'n' kids 'n ' left for chile to roam etc. but
you know it's phoney 'cause no guy
could do that especially when the
author's intra says he only had grade
nine education ...

/

'n' you'll start grabbing for any memory
to take you back to the good ole co/lege
days until you proudly remember that
lutheran was a university and not a
co/lege 'n ' the only times you'll
remember are the ones outside of the
classes like the purple and gold show or
the boar's head dinner 'n' there'll be a
shadow around the memory when you
remember that you begrudged yourself
time to do these extracurricular things
that made university a place to enjoy 'n '
not just a place to grow up in or a place
to make mom 'n' dad happy...
so try to remember that this place is
here for you to live in not to just go to
'n' it's not an extension of high school
nor a place for higher education like
the pamphlets say ... it's a place of
newspapers 'n' orientation guides that
are as good as this one 'n' a place of
damn good plays 'n ' of dirty politics 'n'
of a lot of academical blowhard
nobodies playing gods only serving their
own purpose 'n ' that of giving you
someone to bitch at or about 'n' there's
clubs to join 'n' it's a place where too
often classes mess up your education .. .
so send mom 'n ' dad your money back
'n' say you 'll go the whole route on your
own which means the government will
pay ... 'n' become a student at a
university rather than a derogatorypransterish-stupid-high-schoolgraduate known as a university
student ... you 're forgiven for your
stupidity until you get used to the place
but after two weeks weeks try to be
something other than a university
student ...
"adapted from the Silhouette"

... please
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Kitchener-Waterloo, a blend of the new ...

. .. and old

We have one of the best-known markets in Canada

In the interests of urban renewal they're going to tear it down a-:;1 put it in an
parking garage

'2

September 11, 1972

You are now entering a community as well as a university.
Kitchener-Waterloo (one city for
our purposes) does exist, but you
have to get off campus to find it.
Kitchener-Waterloo is a small
town experiencing growing pains:
small-town because it's still 'in't to
cruise your car up and down main
street on a Saturday night gunning
your engine and yelling at the
chicks. And growing pains because
we're into urban renewal already.
It's a city of contrasts: an insurance company headquarters on
every corner protecting us from the
evils of socialism (and no-fault
insurance)-and an NDP Member
of Parliament.
Nice place to live: cleanest city in
Canada, nice parks, lots of beer,
great Oktoberfest. Nice big old
houses - and an anti-commune bylaw. And the bust-happiest narcs in
Canada-no, seco nd bust-happiest
(they have to try harder).
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Rockway Gardens, a good place for tired feet on a hot day

Dare doesn't make good cookies. Carl Dare doesn't think his employees should make enough to live on. So
now he makes his cookies with scabs.

flheen thousand students take getting used to. But
good as anyone's

vour money's as

,

And unfortunately all stories don't end happily in this city

And if you 're lonely ...long distance is the
next best thing .
photos by Gingerich
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THERE IS A

ONTARIO

STUDENT

PROGRAM

TRAVEL
AGENCY
CLOSE TO YOU
CLARE MILLAR
TICKET AGENCY
108 King N. W'loo.
578-7740

AWARDS

REMINDER

The dead Iine for full assistance under
OSAP is September 30, 1972. Applications received after this date will be
assessed for half the year's need.
Students twenty-four years of age prior to
the first day of the month of registration
who have received a Statement of Award
will be eligible to be reassessed under the
new regulations pertaining to Group 8
students. Those students who were
previously ineligible for assistance
because of family income but who might
now qualify under the revised age
requirement should apply for OSAP as
soon as possible.

Further information and application
forms are available from your Student
Awards Officer.

;

···~ MAJOR MEDICAL SUPPLIES LTD.
" ' ' '

663 KING ST.WEST KITCHENER ONT.

579-6200

surgical supplies:
convalescent aids
-crutches-walkers-wheelchairs

athletic training room supplies
complete stock of:
first aid requirements
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Uving Together at W.L.U.
could be a year of change in
For the first time,
!eS!dences will be under the
Kln of one person, and that
, Ian Beare, has some
te ideas about the objectives
100mpus living.
Abasic change, says Beare, will
the overall standardization of
tam aspects of residences,
inating previous discretes between the various resces on campus.
Most
-rifically, this brings to mind the
disparity
between
Residence and all other
:es~dences.

~ences.

omen's Residence has tradi-

been a kind of experiment
living for university
The concept has been one
protection and restrictive
e, enforced by regulations
:rfews, quiet hours, limited
visiting hours) and per'Jated by head resident Miss
,\'IS Skelton, a retired children's
,y. \\bile the other residences
~.~earded, or at least modified, the
itory-style method of running
1-tampus housing, Women's
dence continued in its old
.ys. The assumption was that
~ladies have different needs
young men, and should be
ted differently. Even now,
de ~her changes in the
rlence over the past year or so,
women are still being treated
a head resident who fulfills a
Dther (or perhaps a mother
iptrlorl role for them, when the
*r residences are demanding
their head residents securely-

married (and young) couples who
might present an image of
emotional stability and encourage
in their residents better personal
identification with them.
Changes for the better in
Women's Residence over the last
couple of years have included the
permission of drinki~ in rooms,
lifting of curfews, and increased
male visiting hours. Ian Beare
hopes to equalize residences this
year in a less radical way be
standardizing don requirements.
Miss Skelton remains for another
year.
Other plans Beare has for this
year are intended to make
residences more together by instituting structured, yet informal
social and cultural programs.
Previously, the only planned social
activities that came out of the
residences were stags, or for the
women, those get-aquainted teas
and of course The Christmas
Party. Beare wants to bring
residents together for small invitation-only dinner parties
throughout the year, with guests of
honour being citizens who have
made it big in the 'real' world.
Thus, students who express their
interest in a specific field will have
the chance to meet each other and
discuss their mutual interest in an
informal atmosphere, with the
added extra of having a recognized
expert in their midst. These dinners will be planned, and guests
suggested and invited, by committees in each residence, on a
rotating basis, with about one

dinner party a month, Beare
hopes.
Last years's proposal for a co-ed
residence on campus was "approved
in
principle"
by
President's Council and shelved
for further investigation. But Ian
Beare has hopes for its becoming
reality in September '73.
Beare has investigated the
concept of co-ed residences quite
thoroughly, both in theory and as it
has been put into practice at other
universities. He considers it an
important idea to implement, in
that living 'co-educationally' is a
natural style of living, and that
sex-segregated housing is unnatural for most people. Students
come to university from homes
where girls and boys live together
in the same house or from apartments where men might live at
least next door to women, so to put
them into men-only or women-only
residences when they get here is
certainly not helping them to cope
with real-life situations.
As a matter of interest, Beare
.noted that 'sexual license', apparently a fear of many in
authority,
in
fact rarely
materialzies.
The
interrelationships in a co-ed residence
most often become sibling-type
relationships, with all the residents
looking on each other as brothers
and sisters.

In all, co-ed residence would be a
Good Thing, and just the fact that
it provides one good alternative to

Jan Beare, Director of Restdcnce Halls

traditional
residence
accomodation makes it important, in
Beare's opinion. As it is this year,
there are no alternatives for a
student who chooses to live in
residence.
So a co-ed residence is to be

hoped for for next year, but for this
year, Ian Beare hopes to make the
existing residences more community-like in atmosphere, to
make· them such that they will
never be deserving of the name
'dormitories'.

The Five·Year Plan
The Board of Governors has accepted
a five-year plan for the Improvement of
the residences The plan establishes the
pnorities in the following order:
a) Lounge space 1n East and West
Halls
b) Women's Residence screen and
tiles
c) Acquisition of residence furnishings
d) Telephone system·
e) Rad10
Lutheran services in
residences
f) Carpetmg in lounges
g) Re-location of South Hall head
resident apartment
h) Carpeting of rooms
Special effort is being made to improve residence ltvmg with a view to
maintammg full occupancy.
1 he total cost over a five-year period
of implemen tating these recommendations wtll be $134,017.

photo

by Howard

fducafional Services:

Handy Guide To The People At The Top
" McKay provides overall
!10n ond leadership to all
:1onal funct1ons and ser·eldted to student affairs
.d·1g health, counsel l1n g,
t hfe, student government,
s and other student acdnd IS responsible to the
of tlw un1versity .

Dec1n of ~tuclcnb :

to Colm McK<1y

I red
N1chols
admin1sters
educationol services policy
related to <;tudent government,
off-campus housing, the student
judic1ary (DPcln ' s Advisory
( ounnl).
studPnt
activ1ty
plann 1ng,
organ 11a tiona I
developnwnt
progrom~
tor
~tudenh, ,md l USO, c1nd reporb

Co-ordinator
Sen ice~ :

of

Coun~elling

Kay Peters carnes respons1bdity
tor
the
organ11ation
and
operat1on of t ounsell1ng serv1ces
ilnd programs v.. ith 'other-culture'
students, reporting to Co l1n
,\\d;:ay

photo

by Howard
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DUTHLER
TEXTILES

, paradise

ALadys

602 UPPER JAMES STREET

(11~N ~o~~

HAMILTON, ONTARIO

11M~

19-21 GAUKEL ST.
KITCHENER, ONTARlO

50 Weber N., Waterloo, (at Bridgeport Road)
Call: 742-4488

,

A Warm Welcome to
a

Restaurant, Tavern & Steak House
Waterloo Shopping Centre
\\,.aterloo, Ontario

FRESH

Compliments of

Bakeries ltd.

llntl!lmhlor
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The Year That Wasn't
a particularly good year, last year. It was the year after the strike and
ed impossible to ever reach the emotional heights to which Joel Hartt had led us.
one fried. And here and there we all suffered for if.
John Buote who has resigned in
't

October 1
The Registrar explains the New
Grading System-"the aim is to
employ a grading system which
would be more equitable to all fulltime and part-tirrle students
throughout their entire program".
However, the New Grading System
is far from equitable and most
students by May are wishing they
never heard of it.

October 1

student representation in matters mid-term. McKinnel promises to
of hiring and firing of faculty and provide his office with stability.
The Senate Commission on
such are the recommendations of Instead, in the four months of his
Responsibility, initiated as a result
their final report in mid- tenure, he is remembered for his
of the student strike the previous
lack of concern and apathy
November.
Spring, holds an open meeting.
towards students and their needs.
October 26
Fewer than thirty people turn out;
the
Commission's
recomStudents elect Robert McKinnel
mendations are already known.
They will recommend token as President of SAC, to replace Photos by House Howard Newton

·-

...,.,
, r

'~

the
_
mendations of the History
Department and denies Professor
Chap Morrison tenure. An advocate of increased student participation in administrative and
departmental
decision-making,
Morrison receives the same
treatment accorded Lutheran 's
other radical profs-a not too well
disr t.ised railroad out of WLU. He
goe& ioin the growing colony of
expat -.tr.- "\t John Abbot College
in Mm&:r
February 22
··,~

·,

university forms a comto establish intramural

A.~

sport as the first priority of the
WLU athletic programme . A
student, Jeff Pym, is appointed
chairman and by April 20 the
Commission has recommended
procedures for booking the
Theatre Auditorium.
March 2
The Purple and Gold revue, in
past years the highli~ht of theatre
on this campus, is forced to hold
their performances at Waterloo
Collegiate. The move is the result
of the SAC President having
refused to give P & G the even
token support needed to allow
them to use the TA facilities. This

is only one of the numerous hassles
experienced by theatre on campus
during the year. Player's Guild
perseveres nevertheless and
promises bigger and better things
for the coming year.
March
The Record Co-op opens. Able to
sell the latest albums for $3.50, the
Record Co-op leaves the university
bookstore with a $7000 inventory of
overpriced albums it cannot sell.
Pressure is applied but SAC's nonprofit Record Co-op survives to
operate again this year.
March 15
The newly elected SAC

President, Peter Catton, and his
executive decides they are quickly
going broke and impose a freeze on
all budgets. When the dust settles,
they find SAC has incurred a
deficit of $10,000 for the year and
faces serious financial problems to
come.
Marcb 28
A thousand students from across
the province travel to Queen's
Park to voice their disapproval of
the Wright Commission Report
and the subsequent hundred dollar
tuition fee increase. The protest is
in vain, elitist education in Ontario
is on the way.
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Complex Near Completion
WLU's new Athletic Complex on a temporary basis.
has been scheduled to open June 1,
The problem faced by the
1973. Barring unforeseen cir- university is timing the building's
cumstances the men who are doing completion with acquisition of the
the construction say it will be new staff needed to run it. It is
ready by the middle of November. supposedly better to have an
Will the complex sit idle for almost empty building than idle hands.
six months? Hopefully not.
The new complex contains three
However, a permanent program basketball courts, squash court,
for the building will not be weight training facilities, a fifty
established until the beginning of metre swimming pool, office and
next summer. Any usage that classroom space, change rooms
might occur before will be strictly and a lounge.

Do you like to hit? If you don't, you
somewhere else.

One thing about the old T.A.- the visiting team sure knew when they
were playing at Waterloo Lutheran. A real home gym.

Big Bertha doesn 't tire. It takes 200 pounds
pressure to push her back only to have her come
flying at you again

Waterwings will not be allowed in the pool.

The man with the whistle
like to lose. Which is probabl
Tufty Knight wins so often.

. - ...
....

WLU Bookstore
Used-book-buy-back

Sept. JB, 19
Check listings at Bookstore
to see books being accepted

I.D. Cards Required

, I
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The Cord Weekly is published by the
Student Board of Publications Incorporated of Waterloo Lutheran
University. Editorial opinions are independent of the University. Students
Administrative Council and the Board
of Publications. The Cord is a member
of the Canadian University Press
service.

. . Here it is...the first-ever, bonanza of a special,
the Orientation issue of the Cord Weekly! Yay
(let's hear it).
Some of the stories came off a little worse
than we had hoped but how much (we ask) can
one paper do with three people carrying the
bulk of the work. We apologize for the lack of
depth in some of the stories.
But hopefully this issue is going to be a help
to a lot of frosh and probably to a lot of
returning kids too. In it you'll find sneak preview
glimpses of some of the people and problems
you will, inevitably, run into not only this year
but next year and the year after that and the one
after that too if you stay around that long. It
might make the going a little easier and it might
even open your eyes to some of the things that
have to be changed around dear ole WLU. We
hope so.
To bring you this guide has taken a helluva lot
of manhours and womanhours, lotsa work. But
not to trouble you with all our sleepless hours of
tribulation, we would like first to say some
special thank-yous (thanx Jim, Tom, Rapid, Jim,
Bryan, Peter, Garry, Randy and Barry), and then
to let you know where to send the fan mail (c/o
WLU Student Board of Publications, Waterloo
Ont.) and finally to say, from the three of we,
Warren, Dave and me, to the all of you: Happy
year.
r

~
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tudents are neither child
nor barbari

